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Abstract
This thesis aims to tackle a demand seasonality problem by building either work-in-process
inventory or finished goods inventory before the peak season. A linear programming algorithm is
developed to determine the optimal way for stock building in order to satisfy the demand with
minimum inventory holding cost. An optimization software ILOG OPL Studio 5.1 is used to solve
the LP model to optimality within several seconds.
The purpose of the analysis is three fold: (1) to identify the bottleneck processes where the
capacities fall short of demand; (2) to generate the optimal stock building policy that minimizes the
inventory holding cost; (3) to derive a cost-efficient executable production plan with consideration
of the operating labor cost. The strategy outlined can be applied easily in actual manufacturing.
This efficient and robust model can be used to obtain optimal stock building policy with various
demand and capacity scenarios. It can be a useful tool for the company to develop stock building
strategy for future demand with improved installed capacity.
Key words: Optimization, linear programming, inventory building policy
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Chapter 1 Company & Project Introduction
§1.1 Company Introduction
The attachment company is a global electrical appliance company located in Singapore. It
produces over 100 types of electrical products in six major product families; and supplies
them to Asia, Europe and America.
Involved in a global business, the company aims to deliver world-class products to the
customers, and operates with optimal resources in the most cost-effective manner. They are
constantly aspired to achieve higher level of operational efficiency and better customer
satisfaction. With intense global competitive and rising labor costs, the manufacturing plant
has to maintain a high level of excellence in both product quality and customer satisfaction.
Its unique strength and in-house manufacturing competency has been recognized by recently
winning a prestigious manufacturing award from the Singapore government.
§1.2 Project Description
The project description was drafted out at the inception of this project. The objectives of the
project are listed below.
1. Understand the features of the factory that determine its performance. That is,
documenting the material flows and the important parameters of the machines and
buffers. Define all the phenomena that affect the flow of material (e.g. machine failures,
setup changes, finite buffers, rejection or rework).
2. Develop one or more models (analytic, simulation, or both) to predict the performance
of the factory.
3. Measure the actual production rate, inventory levels, etc. and compare them with that of
the models. Explain or correct any important discrepancies.
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4. Perform sensitivity analyses on the models to determine where small changes in the
factory will produce large improvements; OR document and explain why no such
changes could be found.
5. Develop a strategy for dealing with peak seasonal demands that exceed the capacity of
the factory. For example, determine when production should be increased over current
short term demand in order to stock enough product for the peak.
§1.3 Project Scope
§1.3.1 Project Scope
The manufacturing process involves a complex sequence of flow. The product passes
through 7 major processes in the manufacturing plant before shipping to its global
warehouses.
Upon understanding the general material flows and gathering information about factory
parameters, a generic factory input-output relationship is mapped out (Figure 1-1). This
helps us to identify the most important factory performance measure thus narrow down the
project scope further.
Factory
Parameters
Production Schedule
Work & Material Flow
Machine Downtime
Processing time
Process Yield
Set up and Changeover Time
FactoryPellrmnce,
Efficiency
Production Rate
Fatory -- Work In Process Inventory
Throughput Time
Utilization
Figure 1-1: Factory Parameters and Performance
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In a general factory setting, there are several factory parameters that affect the factory
performance. These include production schedule, work and material flow and various
machine parameters. At the beginning of project, we have conducted various interviews with
factory planner, machine operators, process engineers and even managers to understand the
factory flow and to identify the most important factory performance measure.
PxT
Production Rate -
(P)
A
P-A
1
P-A
Figure 1-2: Relationship of Factory Performance Measures
Operational efficiency is one of the performance measures cited most frequently by the
factory management. Operational efficiency can be defined as the average production rate (P)
over the ideal production rate. Without capital investment to improve the ideal production
rate, in order to improve the efficiency, factory needs to improve its average production rate.
We also identify the production rate as the most important performance measures because it
affects all the rest of the performance measure shown in figure 1-3. X is the job arrival rate to
the system; gi is the service rate; P is the average production rate; T is the total production
time.
The relationship can be explained by Little's Law (Little, 1961). Little's Law states that,
under steady state conditions, the average number of items in a queuing system (L) equals to
the average rate at which items arrive (k) multiplied by the average time that an item spends
in the system (W), L = AW. This law is also applicable in many general setting including
manufacturing industry (Hopp and Spearman). In the practice of operations management,
L .4
1
P-2
Little's Law is usually modified as "Work-in-Process Inventory (WIP) equals to throughput
rate (TH) multiplied by the cycle time (CT)", WP = TH * CT. The cycle time has the same
meaning as the throughput time in figure 1-3, which is the average time spent from the
materials enter into the factory until the Finished goods leave. Throughput rate is defined in
the same way too as the production rate in figure 1-3. Thus, in essence, inventory level is
equal to the average production rate times throughput time as in figure 1-3. This variation
from the original Little's Law is based on the assumption that the departure rate from the
system (throughput rate) is equal to the arrival rate (k) under steady state conditions.
§1.3.2 Project Scope Classification
Electrical Appliance Factory System Improvement Study
A
Figure 1-3: Project Scope Classification & Approach
Figure 1-3 shows the project classification and approach. We first started by understanding
the process flow. The project is divided into 3 inter-dependent parts with the overall
objective to improve the factory system efficiency. The whole factory is mapped out to show
different material flows on the factory facilities. It was done with a collective effort during
Chapter I Project Introduction -10-
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the first month of the project. Input data, including planning, machine parameters at various
production stage and actual production output, were collected and analyzed subsequently.
While the project was divided into 3 portions at a later stage, the understanding of the overall
factory and various input data analysis are the common ground for us to build on the
individual part.
The first portion is an understanding of overall factory performance to identify areas for
improvement. On this part, a simulation model is built to represent the overall factory. Model
verification is carried out to compare the simulation model result with the actual factory
production output. In addition, sensitivity analysis is performed to find out the small change
in the factory that can result in large improvements. The detailed analysis on simulation is
explained in Kasan Hidayat's thesis (Hidayat, 2007).
The second portion of the project is on the detailed analysis of a long line machine to
improve its production rate. As the factory has four long lines of machine, it is meaningful to
examine one in detail. We choose the first production process because of readily available
data and its inability to achieve target. The analysis methodology can be applied to other
long lines with certain modification. The detailed analysis is explained in Liu's thesis (Liu,
2007).
The third portion of the project tackles a pressing problem that the factory faces. As the sales
volume increases, the factory lacks capacity to support the increasing demand during the
peak season. A linear programming algorithm is developed to determine the optimal way to
build stock in order to satisfy the demand with minimum inventory holding cost. This
problem (Point 5 of the project description) is the focus of this thesis where a mathematical
programming model is presented with verified results.
§1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of the company and the project. It presents the overall
project scope with individual problem definition. In Chapter 2, the factory facilities and
-11-
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product flows are explained in detail. Chapter 3 explains the stock building methodology to
deal with peak demand. Section 3.1 describes in detail the current problem that company
faces; section 3.2 detailed the relevant literatures on this topic; section 3.3 presents the full
mathematical programming model and the software used. Chapter 4 first validates the model
then presents the results from the LP model. In section 4.1, small case scenarios and past year
demand scenario are used for model verification; in section 4.2, the LP model is compared
with the current inventory building policy; in section 4.3, the optimal stock building strategy
is explained in detail. In Chapter 5 highlights the recommendation and concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2 Factory Mapping
§2.1 Factory Facilities
In the Singapore factory, there are 7 major processes. All the products have to go through the
first two processes and most products will pass through the third process. These are the
facilities classified as process-specific because these machines have shared capacity for all
types of products. After the common processes, the products are split into their dedicated
facilities.. These dedicated facilities are classified as product specific because they are
designed only for a particular type. The facilities in Singapore are more machine intensive
due to the high labor cost.
§2.2 Product Category & Family
The electrical appliance company produces a huge variety of products. Over hundred types
of final products are classified under three major categories. Under the second category,
there are 4 different major families with distinct functionality and target market. Under each
family, there are version differences (I, L, S or C version) which result in difference in
functionality and most importantly manufacturing processes. Other variations of the product
can stem from different voltage rating for different countries or different colors of products
etc. All the products are classified within these 10 types as shown in table 2-1. This
categorization is modified based on the company product classification with the flow of
manufacturing processes as guideline.
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Table 2-1: Product Classification
§2.3 Process Flow
The ten representative product types follow a distinct sequence of manufacturing processes.
In general they all go through the process specific production stages then split into their own
dedicated lines of production. The flows of the products are shown in figure 2.1.
While the low end products follow a more straight forward material flow, the high end
products follow a more complex sequence. As shown in figure 2-1, product SS goes through
process C and PC two times. The L and Z product families are assembled together with their
components after going through different processes.
The processes get more complex when there is also different processing rate for different
product types in the same facility. . For example in process A, the processing rate depends on
the shape of component and on which line the operation is performed too. Furthermore, there
is also different change over time from one type to another.
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Chapter 3 Stock Building Methodology to deal
with Peak Demand
§3.1 Problem Identification
As described in point 5 of the project description, the company is interested to employ a
strategy for dealing with peak seasonal demands that exceed the capacity of their factory.
§3.1.1 Current Problem Faced with Peak Demand
In the third quarter of each year, the demand for the products reaches their annual peak. As
the Singapore factory is the major global manufacturer, the demand during July to October is
higher than the installed capacity of the factory. As customer satisfaction and product
fulfillment are of paramount importance to the company, factory aims to satisfy all demand
at the current operating level without extra investment to expand the capacity if necessary.
This is because any extra investment on machines usually involves millions of dollars hence
the management has decided to explore a stock building policy as a cheaper alternative.
As the annual total manufacturing capacity matches with the annual total demand, the
factory can start stocking for the high season earlier in the year. However, this will add
significant amount to the inventory holding cost as (1) indirect or direct material handling
cost will be added (2) interest payment for the capital investment in building stock.
Figure 3-1 shows the normalized annual production demand. This is a forecast of the
production demand with sales seasonality. It is apparent from the graph that there is a
significant peak in the third quarter of the year. The installed capacity is lower than peak but
higher than the rest of the months. In addition, being optimistic about the sales forecast, the
-16-
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management is not only interested in satisfying all the demand, but also fulfill an additional
15% on top of the annual forecast.
Figure 3-1: Normalized Production Demand
§3.1.2 Current Factory Stock Building Policy
Immediately after the forecast for the current year is generated, the company has dedicated
manpower to employ the inventory building policy. Based on the current policy, the capacity
of the last production stage is examined to determine if the demand can be satisfied. Any
unmet demand is shifted backwards to the earlier months. This adjusted production demand
for the last stage becomes the demand for the previous stage and the sequence follows till the
first production stage. This sequential process to transfer the demand from the last
production stage to the first only ensures a local optimal at each production stage, but it is
certainly not a global optimal that minimizes the total inventory quantity. In addition, it does
not take into consideration the inventory cost difference for different stages. In reality, the
inventory holding cost at earlier stage is always cheaper because of the ease of material
handling and lesser interest loss due to lower capital investment. A more detailed
comparison of the optimization model and the current policy will be explained in section
4.2.2.
Normalized Yearly Production Demand
0.14
0.08
0.06..
0.04
0.02
0 0 . , , l A 0 , 0
Month
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§3.2 Literature Review
The MIT courses, manufacturing system and supply chain design (15.763) and introduction
to manufacturing systems (2.854), have discussed the concept of linear programming in
optimization of manufacturing system costs. In particular, various reading articles such as
"Optimizing the Supply Chain Configuration for New Product" and "Strategic Safety Stock
Placement in supply Chain" by Stephen Graves and Sean Willems outlined the approach for
using an optimization model to obtain the best configuration for holding safety stock. It is
important to note that in this thesis, demands are taken to be deterministic with the focus on
satisfying 100% of demands. Thus, the constraints and objective are different from the
models outlined in the above-mentioned articles.
Tom Knight's case study on "improving manufacturing performance and cycle time at
Dupont Pharmaceuticals" presents a systematic approach to define product flow paths and
monitor important flow-based metrics such as cycle time for manufacturing improvement. In
his PHD thesis on "inventory Reduction in a large job shop", a detailed inventory reduction
methodology is proposed with the improvement of management systems in the company.
In Felipe Caro and Jeremie Gallien's paper on "inventory management of a fast-fashion
retail network", a stochastic model is used to predict the sales with information on demand
forecasts; then a mixed-integer program is developed to maximize the overall predicted sales
subject to inventory availability and other constraints. The successful implementation of the
optimization model with promising sales increment motivates the use of an optimization
model in this thesis.
§3.3 Optimization Methodology
The model is inspired by the fact that inventory holding cost will be lesser if stocks building
are done at the earlier production stages instead of at finished good level. A linear
programming model is employed in order to minimize the total inventory holding cost by
-18-
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building inventory at different production stages for different product families and at
different months of the year.
The purpose of this analysis is three fold. Firstly, it is to identify the bottleneck production
stages where the capacity falls short or tight for 15% more of the annual forecast. Capacity of
those bottleneck machines need to be increased by either expanding the in-house machine
capacity or outsourcing. Secondly, we develop a stock building strategy that minimizes the
total annual inventory holding cost with the maximum machine capacity. However, in reality
maximum capacity is achieved with more working days, which adds significant amount of
operating cost in terms of labor wages. Thirdly this strategy will be translated into an
executable production plan where capacity of under-utilized machines will be lowered to
save the ]labor cost.
§3.3.1 Model Assumptions
1. The fundamental assumption of the stock building policy is that all demands have to be
satisfied. When the more optimistic demand scenario (15% more of annual forecast)
cannot be satisfied, bottleneck machines are identified and solution should be proposed
to increase the capacity. In another words, the demand requirement is never relaxed.
2. The. capacities of the processes are given by the factory capacity mapping which is
used in actual factory production planning.
3. There is no starvation of the downstream machines due to waiting for parts from the
upstream. i.e. all production stages can be run at the same time.
4. There is no space limit in the model as the company has not identified warehouse space
as a constraint.
5. The model does not differentiate any particular production sequence. The changeover
time from product to product is included with the installed capacities calculation.
-19-
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§3.3.2 Model Outline
There is a total of 10 product types, i =1, 2...9, 10, with different production stages j for each
product (Refer to the table 3-1 below). Each product needs to pass through a sequence of
production stages and the sequence may be different for different product. Only finished
goods at the last stage of each product are used to satisfy demands. For example, product 1
passes through stage 1 4 24 7 4 9 and X19k is used to satisfy the demand in month k.
As explained earlier, production stages are classified as process specific and product specific.
Process specific lines like A, B, E and G have a shared capacity where almost all the
products have to go through. Certain high end products have more complex flow where they
have to go through the same machines twice. The mathematical model is built based on the
understanding of product flow which was explained in chapter 2.
(1) Model Objective
The objective of the LP model is to minimize total inventory cost by building inventory at
different production stages for different product families and at different months of the year.
The inventory cost possibly includes the extra warehousing cost, extra packaging cost and
the cost of capital. However, extra packaging materials and warehousing space are
proportional to the total inventory quantity. In general, the warehouse and packaging cost
can be treated as a one-time fixed investment. These costs are not sensitive to where the
inventory is built and therefore taken out of consideration. The inventory cost is defined as
the interest paid for the cost of capital in the inventory stock values. The weighted average of
capital, which is the average annual interest rate for borrowing money for business, is
approximated to be 8%. Therefore, the inventory holding cost is defined as the sum of all the
stock values multiply by 8%. This is proportional to material cost added to each production
stage.
-20-
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(2) Decision Variable (Output)
Table 3-1: Decision Variables
Xijk : Production Quantity for product i at production stage j and in month k
Bijk : Beginning Inventory for product i at production stage j and in month k
Eijk : Ending Inventory for product i at production stage j and in month k
(3) Model Constraint (Input)
a. Conservation of Flows:
i. The product material follows certain sequence to become finished goods. During
each month, the beginning Inventory at the current production stage, Bijk , plus the
production quantity at this stage, Xijk, will become either the ending inventory at
-21-
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this stage, Eijk, or flow to the next production stage, Xi(j+l)k. In another words,
Bijk +Xijk = Eijk + Xi(j+l)k *
ii. Ending inventory at this month is equal to the beginning inventory at next month
for each product at every production stage, Eijk =Bij(k+l)
b. Demand Requirement:
Only the Finished good for each product can be used to satisfy demand. Different
demand scenarios are run to show the effect of inventory building with different
demand quantity.
c. Capacity Constraint:
Total Production must be less than the capacity of each production stage in each month.
d. Boundary Conditions:
i. Beginning inventory at the first month must be zero for all production stages and
all products. BijI = 0 . This is to represent the yearly production plan in order to
satisfy the whole year demand.
However, this constraint is relaxed later when the cumulative capacity till the peak
season cannot support the cumulative demand. The relaxed constraint represents
the situation where the company can start building stock from the previous year.
ii. Ending inventory for the last production stage for each product at each month is
equal to the production quantity plus the beginning inventory minus the demand
for that product at that month. Xijk+ Bijk - Dik = Eijk
e. Inventory Restriction due to the nature of process:
Certain family of product cannot be stored for very long after the intermediate
processes. This becomes the restriction for not holding inventory after those stages.
-22-
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f. Non-negative Constraint:
Xijk, Bijk, Eijk 2 0
§3.3.3 Linear Programming Formulation
In this section, we will formulate the mathematical linear programming model in detail.
Definition of input parameters:
Cij: Material Cost for each product i, at each production stage j.
CPi: Capacity for each production stage j
Dik: Demand for each product i in each month k
Decision Variables (125k decision variables):
Xijk : Production Quantity for product i at production stage j and in month k
Bijk: Beginning Inventory for product i at production stage j and in month k
Eijk : Ending Inventory for product i at production stage j and in month k
Objective:
12 13 10
Minimize 0.67%Ek C4k=1 j=1 i=1
Constraints:
a. Conservation of Flows:
i. The difference in current stage = Production Quantity of next subsequent stage
(55k constraints)
23-
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Bllk + XIlk
- 
EIlk = X_2k for all k;
Bl2k+ X12k- E12k= X16k for all k;
B16k + X1 6k- E16k
= XI9k for all k;
B 21k± X
2 1k- E21k = X22k for all k;
B22k + X22k - E22k = X2 6k for all k;
B31k+ X 31k- E31k= X32k for all k;
B 32k + X 32k - E 32k = X 34k for all k;
B 34 k + X3 4k- E 34k = X35k for all k;
B 35k + X35k - E 35k = X36k for all k;
B38k + X 38k - E38k = X 36 k for all k;
B136k + X36 k - E36k = X3(10)k for all k;
B41k - X41lk- E 41k= X 42k for all k;
B 42k + X 42k - E 42 k = X 44 k for all k;
B44k + X 44 k- E44k = X45k for all k;
B 45k + X 45k-E45k = X 46k for all k;
B 48k + X 48k - E48k = X 46k for all k;
B 4 6k 
+ X4 6k- E 4 6k = X4(10)k for all k;
B51k + X51k - E5 k = X52k for all k;
B52k + X5 2k - E52k = X54k for all k;
B54k + X5 4k - E54k = X55k for all k;
B55k + X55k - E55k = X56k for all k;
B57k + X57k - E57k = X59k for all k;
B56k X56k - E56k= X5(1O)k for all k;
B 61k+ X 61k- E 61k = X 62k for all k;
B62k + X 62k -E 62k = X64k for all k;
B 64 k + X64k -E64k = X65k for all k;
B 65k + X 65k - E65k = X66k for all k;
B166k + X66k- E66k= X6 10)k for all k;
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B 71k+ X 7 1k- E 7 1k= X 72k for all k;
B 72k + X72k - E 7 2k = X74k for all k;
B 74 k + X 7 4k - E 7 4k
= X 75k for all k;
B75k + X 7 5k- E 7 5k= X 76k for all k;
B76k + X76k - E76k = X79k for all k;
B 79 k + X 7 9k - E79k = X 7(10)k for all k;
B8k + X81k- E k= X82k for all k;
B82k + X 2k- E82k = X84k for all k;
B 84 k + X 84 k- E84k = X85k for all k;
B85k + X85k- E 85k= X86k for all k;
B 8 6k+ X86k- E86k = X8(10)k for all k;
B 9 1k+ X9 1k- E91k= X 92k for all k;
B 92 k + X 9 2k - E 9 2k = X 93k for all k;
B 9 3k + X 93k- E93k= X 95k for all k;
B95k + X 9 5k -E95k = X9 6k for all k;
B 9 6k + X 9 6k- E96k = X97k for all k;
B 97k + X97k - E97k = X98k for all k;
B98k + X 98k - E 9 8k = X9(10)k for all k;
B 9(10)k + X 9(10)k - E 9(10)k = X 9(11)k for all k;
B 9(11)k+ X 9(11)k- E 9(11)k = X 9(1 2)k for all k;
B(10)lk + X(10)k - E(0)1k = X(10)2k for all k;
B(10)2k + X(0)2k -E(10) 2k = X(10)3k for all k;
B(10)3k + X lo) 3k- E(10)3k= X(10)5k for all k;
B(10)5k + X(10)5k- E(10)5k= X(10)6k for all k;
B(10) 6k+ X(l0)6k -E(10)6k = X(10)(tOk for all k;
B(10)(10)k + X(10)(1)k - E(10)(I)k = X(10)(I1)k for all k;
B(IOXl)k + Xo(10)(1 )k- E(•O)(1 )k= X(10)(2l)k for all k;
ii. Ending inventory at this month is equal to the beginning Inventory at next month
for each product at every production stage (65(k-1) constraints)
Eijk =Bj(k+) for all i=1,2,...,10; j=l, 2,3,...,12; k=1,2,..., 11;
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b. Demand Requirement (10k constraints):
XI9 k +Bl9k 2 DIk for all k;
X26k+B26k 2 D2k for all k;
X3(10)k+B 3(10)k 2 D3k for all k;
X 4(10)k+B 4(10)k D4k for all k;
X5(10)k +B5(10)k 2 D5k for all k;
X 6(O1)k +B 6(10)k 2 D6k for all k;
X 7(10)k +B7(10)k > D7k for all k;
X8(10)k+B8(10)k 2 D8k for all k;
X 9(12)k +B9(12)k 2 Dk for all k;
X(10)(12)k +B(10)( 12)k D(lO)k for all k;
c. Capacity Constraint (20k constraints):
XlI k +X21k +X31k +X41k +X51k +X61k +X71k +X81k +X91k +X(10)1k CPA
XI2 k +X22k +X32k +X42k +X52k +X62k +X72kk 8+2X92 k +2X(10)2k CPB
X93k+X(10)3k C
X34k +X44k +X54k +X64k +X74k +X84k : CP D
X35k +X45k +X55k +X65k +X75k +X85k +X95k +X(10)5k I CP E
X16k X26k : CPDA
X36k CPAA
X46k • CPEA
X76k +X86k CPEPA
X56k +X66k +X96k +X(10)6k CPPA
X97k < CPF
X38k +X-48 k -X98k CP G
X19k +X59k +X79k CP H
X3(10)k CPAR
X4(10)k CPER
X7(10)k +X8(10)k - CPEPR
X5(10)k+X6(10)k C PPB
X +X +X < CP6(10)k 9(10)k (10)(10)k - PC
X9(11)k+X (10)(ll)k < CP I
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X9(12)k + (10)(12)k - CPJ
for all k;
d. Boundary Conditions:
i. Beginning inventory at the first month must be zero for all production stages and
all products. (65 constraints)
BijI = 0 for all i=1,2,...,10; j=l, 2,3,...,12;
ii. Ending Inventory of the last production stage for each product (10k constraints)
XI9 k+ B19k -DIk= El9 k for all k;
X 26k 26k - D2 k = E26k for all k;
X3(10)k B 3(10)k- D 3k= E 3(10)k for all k;
4(10O)k B 4(10)k - D4k- = E4(1O)k for all k;
X5(IO)k+ B 5(10)k - D 5k = E5(1)k for all k;
X 6(0)k + B 6(10) k - D6k = E 6(10)k for all k;
K7(10)k B7(10)k - D7k = E7(10)k for all k;
X 8 (10)k + B8 (10)k - D 8k= E8(10)k for all k;
X 9(12)k + B 9(1 2)k - D 9k = E 9(12)k for all k;
X(10)(12)k B(10)( 12)k -D(10)k= E(10)(12)k for all k;
e. Inventory Restriction due to the nature of process (3k constraint)
Due to the process nature, inventory cannot be held after certain production stages:
EI97k # 0 for all k;
1E9(1)k 0 for all k;
IEo(10)(l) k  0 for all k;
f. Non-negative Constraint:
Xijk Bijk, Eij k > 0
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§3.3.4 Model Complexity & Software Used
The LP problem contains 2340 decision variables andl 956 constraints. Due to the large size
of the LP problem, normal excel solver cannot be used to solve the problem to optimality.
Therefore, ILOG OPL (Optimization Programming Language) Studio 5.1 is used with a
network license supported by Singapore-MIT alliance. The run time of the software is within
8 seconds on a Pentium IV computer with 512 RAM. The OPL code is attached in Appendix
II.
Chapter 4 Model Validation & Results
§4.1 Model Validation & Verification
Due to the large size of LP formulation, it is difficult to enumerate all the possible solution.
This inevitably poses challenges to verify the optimality of the results. Therefore, we first
use a small case scenario to validate the model and verify the optimality of the solution. To
further validate the accuracy of the model, we will use past year production demand to
compare the LP result with the actual factory stock building situation.
§4.1.1 Validation with a Small Case Scenario
(1) Problem Description and Formulation
A factor), wants to generate planning for 3 months (defined as j) and consider holding
inventory in any of the stages (WIP and Finished Good). The objective is to minimize the
total inventory holding cost. There are 5 production stages (defined as i) altogether. The
product needs to pass through 5 stages in sequence. After passing through stage 3, 80% of
the goods will go through stage 4, and the rest of 20% go to the final stage straight without
passing through stage 4. Only finished goods after stage 5 are used to satisfy demands.
The flow of the product is shown below:
20%
Figure 4-1: Product Flow Illustration
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Decision Variables:
X : Production Quantity for production stage i and month j
Bi1: Beginning Inventory for production stage i and month j
Ei: Ending Inventory for production stage i and month j
Input Parameters:
Ci: Inventory Holding Cost for each production stage i.
CPi: Capacity for each production stage i
DJ : Demand of the product in each month j
Objective:
Minimize EiC,
j=1 i=1
Constraints:
a. Conservation of Flows:
Xj + B,_ - Ej = X2. for all j=1, 2, 3
X"i + B2, - E2j = X31 for all j=l1, 2, 3
0.8(X,, + B - E3 ) = X 4 for allj=l, 2, 3
(X 4 , + B4 - E 4j) + 0.2(X, + B3j - E3,) = X5, for allj=l, 2, 3
X, + B, -D, = E,,for allj=l, 2, 3 for allj=1, 2, 3.
E,, = Bi,,, for all i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5; j=l, 2
b. Demand Requirement
X,5 +B5j DJ
c. Capacity Constraint
X, < CJi for all i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;j=1, 2, 3
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d. Non-negative Constraint
Xy, Bi,EE, 2 0
(2) Optimization Result for Verification Case I
We will first consider a simple case where only one area needs to build stock. There are two
bottleneck production stages with monthly installed capacity lower than the peak demand.
These two stages have the same capacity; hence stock will be built only after the second
bottleneck. The input parameters are shown in table 4-1 below:
Table 4-1: Input Parameters for Verification Case I
This model can be solved easily with Excel Solver and the output of the results is shown in
table 4-2 below. The minimum inventory holding cost is $1000.
ulul o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000 0 00000000
Table 4-2: Optimal Stock Building Result for Verification Case I
In this example, both the first and the third production stage have capacity of 150 per month,
hence the maximum monthly production output without storing inventory will be only 150.
However, demand for second month is 200 which exceed the installed capacity hence
building inventory at the first month will help. The optimization model gives the minimum
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inventory cost by building stock after production stage 3 in the first month. We cannot hold
inventory after the first bottleneck (stage 1) though it is cheaper because otherwise the 50
pieces of inventory after the first stage will not be able to pass through the third stage in the
second month.
The first row in the result table 4-2 shows the production quantity Xi . For example in the
first month j= 1, in order to produce 150 pieces in stage 3, stage 2 have to produce 150 pieces
and stage 1 produces 150 pieces too. After stage 3, 50 pieces are stored as ending inventory
and 100 pieces continue to flow to the next stage. As 80% of the product goes through stage
4, the production quantity in stage 4 is 80. In stage 5, the machine receives 80 pieces from
stage 4 and another 20 pieces directly from stage 3. Therefore, there is a total production
quantity of 100 which satisfies the demand for stage 5.
(3) Optimization Result for Verification Case II
We then consider a case where more than one area needs to build stock. There are again two
production stages and the monthly installed capacity is lesser than the monthly peak demand.
However, these two stages have different capacities. The input parameters are shown in table
4-3 below:
Table 4-3: Input Parameters for Verification Case II
This model is again solved to optimality with Excel Solver. The output of the results is
shown in table 4-4 and the minimum inventory holding cost is $1200.
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Table 4-4: Optimal Stock Building Result for Verification Case II1
In this example, the first bottleneck is the first production stage with capacity of 140. Thus,
the maximum production output with first month beginning inventory equal to zero will be
420. The total demand is equal to the maximum output, so the example has a feasible
solution.
Third month demand is 145 which is higher than the first bottleneck, so the best way of
building stock will be after the first production stage (i= 1). Five pieces of stock are built after
the second month in order to satisfy the third month demand. In the second month, the
demand is higher than both the first and third production stages. Therefore, more stocks have
to be built from the first month. As production stage 3 (i=3) is short of 50 pieces and the first
production stage is 10 pieces short from the next bottleneck, the linear programming gives
the cheapest way to build stock as shown in table 4-4.
Without considering the cost factor, one may intuitively derive a production plan for all the
stages to produce at the same amount as the bottleneck machine. The demand shortage will
be produced earlier during non-peak season and store as finished goods inventory. A possible
non-optimal way of building stock is shown in table 4-5. Though this plan can satisfy the
monthly demand, the total inventory holding cost is $2450. It is clearly not an ideal stock
building solution in order to satisfy peak demand.
0 0 0 0 M 0 0 0 0
Table 4-5: Non-Optimal Stock Building Solution for Verification Case II
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These two small cases clearly demonstrate the motivation in developing the linear
programming model to determine the optimal way for stock building. The optimality of the
model methodology is proven in this section.
§4.1.2 Output Comparison with Last Year Production Demand
Due to the complexity of the actual production flow with certain shared facilities, it will be
difficult to demonstrate the optimality of the results. However, the model is built with the
same methodology as the previous case.
With the actual production demand and the capacity available last year, the model is used to
generate the optimal inventory holding policy. Table 4-6 shows the aggregate ending
inventory of all the products for each production stage and at the end of each month. From
table 4-6, it is observed that most of the ending inventory quantity is zero, indicating that it is
unnecessary to build up stock in most of the months. Only at certain early production stages,
inventories are built (highlighted cells) because the monthly capacity during the peak cannot
support the demand. These processes with ending inventories have a 100% utilization rate
and they are identified as bottleneck processes where increasing the capacities can help
increase the overall throughput.
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Table 4-6: Ending Inventory for Last Year Demand
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Table 4-7 shows the demand fulfillment of the finished good last year. As there is no stock
building of the finished goods, all the demands are satisfied from the last production stage
for each month. The monthly production quantity for each product is the same as the demand.
That suggests that the later production stages have enough capacity to pull the production
immediately. Minimal inventory need to be built at earlier stage of the production.
Production as
Finiehp•rl •.nna
Finished Goods I
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Table 4-7: Demand Fulfillment for Finished Goods Last Year
In reality, upon verifying with the factory planner about the actual stock situation last year, it
is found out that not much stock was built. As last year demand was not high enough to result
in stock building analysis, there is no systematic tracking of the actual stock. In addition,
the factory often has significant amount of moving stocks due to the large batch size, it is
difficult to differentiate the intended built-up stock from the moving stock.
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For the first process, it was noted that an additional manual line was used to increase the
capacity during peak season. Moreover, process E has also been identified as a bottleneck
process where extra investment is proposed to increase the capacity. These
recommendations agree with the output from the LP model.
Though there is no available past stock information to quantify the output of the models,
similar identification of the bottleneck processes and rational stock building outputs are
generated.
§4.2 Model Comparison with Current Stock Building Policy
As the company has already dedicated efforts to deploy a stock building plan, it will be
meaningful to compare the output from LP optimization model with the existing plan.
On the basis of fair comparison, the same demand scenario is used with the same capacity
before any improvement to expand the installed capacity.
Figure 4-2 shows the stock building scenario for the current policy while figure 4-3 shows
the stock building for the LP model for comparison. Total ending inventory is represented by
two portions: the red bars represent finished goods inventory and the green bars show the
work in process inventory.
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Stock Buildling for Current Policy
.II-
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Figure 4-2: Stock Building for Current Policy
Stock Building for LP Model
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Inventory (LP Model)
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Figure 4-3: Stock Building for LP Model
The major differences between the two models are summarized as follow:
1. The total inventory level for the LP model is lower than that of the current stock policy.
The maximum inventory proposed by the current policy is 1570 at end of July while the
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LP model proposes a maximum inventory of 940 at the end of June. The total stock
quantity is more than 50% of the LP optimization result.
2. For the current stock policy, more stocks are built in the form of finished goods and
much lesser stocks are in the WIP form. The WIP stocks are meant for temporary
storage when the downstream machines have no sufficient capacity. In contrary, for the
LP optimal stock policy, very few stocks are in the finished goods form as they are more
costly than WIP inventory.
3. In the current policy, the stocks at process specific production stages, for example
heating element and die cast, are aggregate sums of all product models. There is no
detailed breakdown of total stocks to the particular product. Because it is difficult to
consider different product types for a shared facility without any systematic modeling.
The factory planner will decide what particular type of model to build based on his
experience and the downstream requirements.
4. Another important drawback of the current policy is that it is not robust enough to
consider different demand scenario and increasing in-house capacity. Thus, after
capacity expansion of critical processes, the current model cannot be used to regenerate
the new stock building requirement. The spreadsheet can be cumbersome to edit and
modify. In contrast, the LP model can be run easily within seconds to generate different
demand and capacity scenarios.
5. Most importantly, the total inventory holding cost for the current model is calculated to
be approximately $353,000 while the LP model shows an optimal inventory cost of
$96,900. While the inventory quantity of the current model is only about 1.5 more than
the LP model, the cost factor is around 3.5 times. This significant saving in inventory
holding cost for the LP model is because of its methodology to hold inventory as close to
the raw material as possible.
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§4.3 Optimization Results with a Positive Demand Scenario
During the course of LP model comparison with the current model, we discovered certain
discrepancies between the data used in the current model and the data used in the actual
forecast. In the existing stock analysis, there is an omission of a significant amount of
demand quantity. Therefore, we will base our future discussion on the corrected demand
scenario. This demand scenario of 15% on top of the demand forecast is of utmost interest to
the management team. With a higher demand, more areas are identified as bottleneck.
As explained in Section 3.3, the purpose of this analysis is three fold. Firstly, it is to identify
the bottleneck production stages where the capacity falls short or tight for 15% more of the
annual forecast. Capacity of those bottleneck machines need to be increased by either
expanding the in-house machine capacity or outsourcing. Secondly, an optimal stock
building strategy is built after the expansion of capacity to minimize the total annual
inventory holding cost with the maximum machine capacity. However, in reality, maximum
capacity is achieved with more working days, which adds significant amount of operating
cost in terms of labor wages. Subsequently in the third part, this strategy is translated into an
executable production plan where capacity of under-utilized machines will be lowered to
save the labor cost.
§4.3.1 Identify the Bottleneck Processes
By increasing 15% of the current year forecast demand, some of the installed capacities
cannot support the volume. The optimization model does not give a feasible solution with
beginning inventory in January equal to zero. Therefore, the constraint
Bijl = 0 for all i=1,2,...,10; j=l1, 2,3,...,12 is relaxed to generate a result represented in table
4-4. From table 4-8, it is observed that many production stages have to hold inventory. In
contrary to the past year case where there is no holding of Finished goods, some of the
products also need to be stored in the Finished good form (refer to table 4-9). Specifically,
when the demand is higher, the manufacturing plant has to start building stock much earlier
and the stocks are closer to the finished goods form.
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Table 4-8: Ending Inventory for the Positive Demand Scenario
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Table 4-9: Demand Fulfillment for Finished Goods in the Current Year
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Table 4-9 and figure 4-4 represents the demand fulfillment situation with the positive
demand scenario and existing in-house capacity. The actual production (Blue line) follows
closely with the demand (red bar) with minimal inventory built up (green bar).
In table 4-9, the total demand during peak season (July - October) is 5896 while the total
production is only 5713. The difference of 183 is built up as an ending inventory at the end of
June. This gives a validity check to the results of the model.
Demand Fulfillment
Positive Demand
Scenario
Finished Goods Ending
Inventory
- Production as Finished
Goods
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Figure 4-4: Demand Fulfillment for Finished Goods in the Current Year
With the current in-house capacity, there are four areas where the stocks have to be built
from the previous years. This explicitly means that the total annual capacity cannot support
the annual total sales. Inventory building alone cannot solve the problem. These are the
bottleneck processes where the current capacities fall short when the sales are very
promising.
A Newsboy Model can be applied to find the optimal production level if the company does
not require an absolute demand fulfillment. This Newsboy Model is a classic problem in
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Management Science and Operations Research. The optimal value for the percentage
demand fulfillment in the Newsboy Model can be defined as Marginal Profit
Marginal Loss + Marginal Profit
Marginal profit is defined as the difference between revenue and product cost. Marginal loss
is defined as the difference between product cost and salvage value. When the profit margin
of selling a product is very high or when the marginal loss of the product is very low (high
salvage value), the optimal value for percentage demand fulfillment is high. This suggests
that the company should produce high volume of the product for maximum expected profit.
On the other hand, if the marginal loss is high (low salvage value) and the profit margin of
selling one unit is low, the optimal value for percentage demand fulfillment is low. Thus, the
optimal order/manufacturing quantity for the company needs not to be very high in order to
achieve maximum expected profit.
Nevertheless, the company regards meeting demand of paramount importance because (1)
selling one unit to the customer and beating the competitors give them the opportunity to do
business with them in the future (profit margin is high) (2) the stock can still be used for
future sales (low marginal loss for not selling). Therefore, the company takes a very
risk-averse approach for fulfilling demand where optimistic sales have to be met 100%.
Thus, in this thesis, we will limit our scope on the assumption that demands have to be met
100%. After we identify the bottleneck areas, the problematic areas can be addressed by
either expanding the in-house capacity or outsourcing in order to fulfill the demand.
§4.3.2 Determine the Optimal Inventory Policy
For the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that the bottleneck areas are addressed by
expanding the in-house capacity. The capacities of the problematic areas are added to the
level where the annual total capacity can support the annual total demand. The capacities of
the four problematic areas, process A, B, PC and J are increased to the necessary values to
support the annual demand.
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It is important to note that as the seasonal peak occurs in the third quarter of the year hence
the first 10 months of capacity for PC and J are not enough to support the peak demand.
However, if we allow rolling stock from the previous years, these two areas will be capable
to support the demand with the existing capacity. This is a possible way to address the
problem in a short term. However, for the purpose of this thesis, the analysis is done based on
increased capacity of the bottleneck areas.
Therefore, from table 4-10 it is observed that no ending inventory is required at beginning of
the year. As the capacities of bottleneck processes have been increased, the production
output, especially during peak season increases, resulting in a lower inventory level. From
table 4-11, the total demand during peak season (July - October) is still 5896, but the total
production of finished goods becomes 5748. Therefore, the factory only needs to build 148
of finished goods inventory at the end of June.
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Table 4-10: Ending Inventory with
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Table 4-11: Demand Fulfillment in Current Year with Increased Capacity
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Figure 4-5: Demand Fulfillment in Current Year with Increased Capacity
§4.3.3 Tradeoff Between Inventory Holding Cost and Operating Cost
Till this point of discussion, the analysis is based on the maximum capacity available in the
factory. From the operational point of view, higher capacity is achieved with more working
days and higher operating cost. Table 4-12 shows the percentage utilization for the optimal
stock building scenario in the previous section. Percentage utilization is defined as actual
production over the maximum available capacity. The table suggests that when running at
maximum capacity, many processes have very low utilization rate. Therefore, the optimal
stock building plan is translated into a more executable production plan where capacities of
under-utilized machines are lowered to save the operating cost mainly in terms of labor cost.
The factory operates with 2 levels of capacity with either 6 or 7 days of operation. The main
difference in terms of manpower allocation is an additional shift from 6-day- operation to
7-day-operation. Table 4-13 illustrates the manpower difference between the two modes of
operation. Thus, the operating cost difference in terms of labor wages can be calculated
accordingly. In addition, as operators can only be hired on a minimal of 3 months contract,
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
SL h ./\L1 "
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7-day-operation can only be executed with a minimum duration of 3 months.
Nov De
Nov Dec
62% 90%
60% 89%
21% 53%
50% 76%
55% 86%
59% 75%
25% 53%
47% 89%
60% 57%
40% 70%
16% 41%
42% 85%
49% 62%
22% 48%
47% 89%
60% 57%
39% 61%
36% 75%
20% 51%
28% 71%
Table 4-12: Percentage Utilization for the Optimal Stock Building Scenario with Increasea Capacity
(Option 1)
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Table 4-13: Production Manpower Allocation
ER 4 $80,000
PB 3 $60,000
I $20,000
I I
I I 
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It is crucial to recognize the fact that the LP model was built with the sole objective of
minimizing the inventory holding cost. At inception of the project, operating cost was not
identified as part of the important factor by the end user. Therefore, the LP model did not
take into consideration of the operating cost explicitly. With this information available
earlier, a mixed integer programming model will be built instead to represent the two levels
of capacity as a binary constraint.
With the minimum 3 months contract restriction in mind, the optimal stock building plan in
the previous section is examined in detail. If the production from the LP model is lesser than
the capacity of 6-day-operation, the capacity will be lowered. Otherwise, the capacity
remains at a maximum level for 7-day-operation. Table 4-14 is an extension of table 4-12
where productions with low utilizations are identified as 6-day-operation. This is the original
scenario presented in the previous section 4.2.2.
l Option 1 (Original) I Jan I Fe I Mar I Apr I May I Jun I Jul I Aug I Sep Ot I Nov Dec
Table 4-14: Translation of Utilization into Production Plan (Option 1)
However, the original stock building plan violates the minimum three month duration for
7-day-operation. Although this plan could still be achieved with over time but for planning
purpose it should be avoided. Therefore, the production schedule is modified to remove
those single or 2 months of added capacity. The resulting production plan is shown in table
4-15. With the reduced capacity for those processes, the inventory cost merely increases by
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$2500 for the whole year while the labor cost decreases by a significant amount of $85,000.
Comparing the optimal stock building of the modified production plan (refer to table 4-16)
and the original stock policy (refer to table 4-10), we realize that the total monthly inventory
does not differ much while the location of inventory varies slightly due to the reduced
capacity.
I ntnn I In n I h I Al r I nr I ý% I Timn I Tii I i on I ni I .
6• 6 .6 6 6i6g i 6
Table 4-15: Modified Production Plan with Reduced Capacity (Option 2)
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Table 4-16: Ending Inventory for Modified Production Plan (Option 2)
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The operating cost saving significantly outweighs the increase in inventory cost. This
suggests that (1) inventory cost for this factory is not as significant as labor cost; (2) for
processes with only one or two months of high peak season, there is still much available
capacity during non-peak season. Thus, shifting to all 6-day-operation only changes the
inventory building pattern slightly.
Inspired by this finding, an attempt is made to further reduce cost by building more
inventories. Table 4-17 shows the new production plan with 3 more areas switching to
6-day-operation completely. The outcome is an inventory cost increment of $20,620 with an
operating cost reduction of $55,000. As the operating cost saving still outweighs the
inventory cost increment, it is still beneficial to change to a 6-day-operation with a total
saving of $34,380.
Table 4-17: Modified Production Plan with Further Reduced Capacity (Option 3)
However, as we attempt to switch process PA to 6-day-operation, (refer to production plan in
table 4-18), the saving in operating cost is no longer significant enough to outweigh the
increment in inventory holding cost. A drastic increment in inventory holding cost of $8860
is incurred while the operating cost saving is only $8333. Thus, this reduction of capacity
will result in a higher inventory holding cost than the saving in operating cost. Therefore,
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option 3 will be the most ideal production plan with the current cost structure. The
incremental cost and saving analysis is summarized in table 4-19.
4 1 I Feb I nar I Anr I Mayv I Tun I Tul I Aii I S!n I Oct I Nov
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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6
c
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
66
Table 4-18: Modified Production Plan with Further Reduced Capacity (Option 4)
Table 4-19: Incremental Cost Comparison of the Options
The Linear Programming model is dynamic to perform various scenario analyses with
different capacity and demand constraints. It can be used as a first cut analysis to identify
bottleneck processes. Given any capacity and demand information, it gives an optimal
inventory holding policy with a minimum inventory holding cost. Comparing with the
existing model, the saving in inventory holding cost is very significant. In addition, it could
be run multiple times to generate executable production plan with certain restriction. With
next year's forecast demand, the model could help the planner determine the optimal way of
building stock in order to satisfy the peak demand.
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Chapter 5 Recommendation & Conclusion
§5.1 Recommendation
With the current stock building policy, the company is incurring high holding cost in terms
of the interest paid for the stock value. In addition, as the previous analysis was done with the
maximum capacity, significant amount of the stocks are built with production over time
months before the peak season. This tremendously adds to the production cost and
undermines the advantage of building inventory to satisfy demands.
We summarize our recommendations in the following paragraphs:
1. As shown in section 4.2.3, the impact of inventory holding cost in the company is not as
significant as the operating labor wages. Thus, it is generally not necessary to run
overhead for the production in order to build up stocks. Building stock to satisfy
demand should be a cheaper alternative for the production as they can use the spare
capacity during non-peak season to ease their workloads during the peak season.
Therefore, inventory building policy should not increase the production cost
significantly.
2. As forecast of future demand is never accurate, it is crucial for the planner to monitor
the stock building situation closely and regularly. Any deviation of the actual demand
from the forecast can be adjusted by running the LP model with the adjusted demand.
The new optimal inventory policy can be compared with the original plan to adjust the
quantity at each production stage.
3. As the company aims to fulfill demand for an optimistic sales scenario, the company
faces the risk of having excessive inventory at the end of the year. Thus, instead of
satisfying demand 100%, the company could consider the use of a Newsboy Model in
order to maximize its profit.
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4. Since demands for the last two months of the year are usually the lowest, the excessive
inventory accumulated from the peak season can be used to satisfy November and
December demands. Thus, the actual production volume in the last two months could be
lowered than the planned production.
5. One difficulty that the company faces is that there is always a significant amount of
working stocks due to the large production batch size and queuing for the next
production stage. Therefore, the production crews could not differentiate the intended
stocks from the working stocks. As a result, frequent packing and unpacking of the
stocks occur, which adds significantly to material handling cost. One proposed solution
is to pack the intended stocks into carton or container for storing purposes while the
working stocks are placed in moving carts for transporting to the next production stages.
The information on stock building quantity should be clearly communicated to the
production crew, so that they could differentiate the quantity meant for stock building
from the working stocks.
6. A stock tracking system should be implemented in order to accurately monitor the stock
level. Currently, there are still production stages that use manual counting to record the
stock. This is a significant waste of manpower on the production line.
§5.2 Conclusion
In this thesis, an optimization methodology for stock building is outlined. The mathematical
programming model has multiple objectives: firstly to identify the bottleneck production
stage; secondly to generate the optimal stock building strategy; and thirdly to derive an
executable production plan for the actual manufacturing.
The algorithm is built based on the understanding of the manufacturing systems in the
company. Accurate demand data, capacity information and process restriction on inventory
building are incorporated into the model to generate meaningful inventory building results.
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Small cases with logical results are used to validate the optimality of the model. Comparison
with the current policy is performed to show the advantage of the optimization model.
Different demand and capacity scenarios can be used to generate corresponding optimal
stock building strategy. In addition, the efficient and robust model can be immediately used
for next year's forecast demand to determine the stock building strategy.
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Appendix I - Project Timeline
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Appendix II - ILOG OPL Code (MODEL FILE)
/********************Declaration of parameters*****************/
{string} Product =
{ string} Process =
int nbMonths = 12;
range Months = 1..nbMonths;
float costHold[Product][Process] =
float startHold = 0;
float demand [Product] [Months]= ...
float capacity [Process][Months] = ...
float processProd [Product] [Process]=...;
/******************Declaration of Decision Variables***************/
dvar float+ make[Product][Process][Months] in 0..infinity;
dvar float+ EInv[Product] [Process][0..nbMonths] in 0..infinity;
dvar float+ Blnv[Product] [Process] [Months] in O..infinity;
constraint startlnv;
constraint invrestriction;
constraint invBal;
constraint endlnv;
constraint demanBons;
constraint capCons;
/**************************Model****************************
minimize
sum (i in Product, j in Process, m in 0..nbMonths) 0.08/12*costHold[i, j] * Elnv[i, j,m];
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subject to {
//Starting inventories are fixed
startInv =
forall(i in Product, j in Process)
EInv[i] [j][] == startHold;
//Inventory Restriction --
invrestriction =
forall( m in Months) {
EInv["SC"]["PC"][m]==0;
EInv["SS"]["PC"][m]==0;
EInv["SC"]["F"] [m]==0;
//Inventory balance
invBal =
forall(i in Product, j in Process, m in 1..nbMonths){
EInv[i][j][m- 1] == BInv[i][j][m];
BInv[i]["A"][m] + make[i]["A"][m] == EInv[i]["A"][m] + make[i]["B"][m];
forall(m in Months)
make["PS"]["PB"] [m]==make["PS"][" PC"] [m];
forall(m in Months) {
BInv["DC"]["B"][m] + make["DC"]["B"][m] - EInv["DC"]["B"][m] == make["DC"]["DA"][m];
BInv["DC"]["DA"][m] + make["DC"]["DA"][m] - EInv["DC"]["DA"][m] == make["DC"]["AC"][m];
BInv["DL"]["B"][m] + make["DL"]["B"][m] - EInv["DL"]["B"][m] == make["DL"]["DA"][m];
BInv["Z"]["B"][m] + make["Z"]["B"][m] - EInv["Z"]["B"][m] == make["Z"]["D"][m];
BInv["Z"] ["D"][m] + make["Z"]["D"][m] - EInv["Z"]["D"]["D"][m] == make["Z"] ["SP"][m];
BInv["Z"]["SP"][m] + make["Z"]["SP"][m] - EInv["Z"]["SP"][m] == make["Z"]["AA"][m];
BInv["Z"]["G"][m] + make["Z"] ["G"][m] - EInv["Z"]["G"][] == make["Z"] ["AA-"][m];
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BInv["Z"]["AA"][m] + make["Z"]["AA"][m] - EInv["Z"]["AA"][m] == make["Z"]["AR"][m];
BInv["L"]["B"][m] + make["L"]["B"][m] - EInv["L"]["B"][m] == make["L"]["D"][m];
BInv["L"]["D"][m] + make["L"]["D"][m] - EInv["L"]["D"][m] == make["L"]["SP"][m];
BInv["L"]["SP"][m] + make["L"]["SP"][m] - EInv["L"]["SP"][m] == make["L"]["A_L"][m];
BInv["L"]["G"][m] + make["L"]["G"][m] - EInv["L"]["G"][m] == make["L"]["A_L"][m];
BInv["L"]["A_L"] [m] + make["L"] ["A_L"] [m] - Elnv["L"]["A_L"][m] == make["L"]["RS_L"] [m];
BInv["PC"]["B"][m] + make["PC"]["B"][m] - Elnv["PC"]["B"][m] == make["PC"]["D"][m];
BInv["PC"]["D"][m] + make["PC"]["D"][nm] - EInv["PC"]["D"][m] == make["PC"]["SP"][m];
BInv["PC"]["SP"][m] + make["PC"]["SP"][m] - EInv["PC"]["SP"][m] make["PC"]["PA"][m];
BInv["PC"]["PA"][m] + make["PC"]["PA"][m] - EInv["PC"]["PA"][m] == make["PC"]["AC"][m];
BInv["PC"]["AC"][m] + make["PC"]["AC"][m] - EInv["PC"]["AC"] [m] == make["PC"]["PB"] [m];
BInv["PS"]["B"][m] + make["PS"]["B"][m] - EInv["PS"]["B"][m] =- make["PS"]["D"][m];
Blnv["PS"]["D"][m] + make["PS"]["D"] [m] - Elnv["PS"]["D"][m] -- make["PS"]["SP"][m];
BInv["PS"]["SP"][m] + make["PS"] ["SP"][m] - EInv["PS"]["SP"][m] == make["PS"]["PA"][m];
Blnv["PS"]["PA"] [m] + make["PS"] ["PA"] [m] - Elnv["PS"]["PA"][m] == make["PS"] ["PB"] [m];
BInv["EPC"] ["B"] [m] + make["EPC"] ["B"][m] - EInv["EPC"] ["B"][m] == make["EPC"] ["D"] [m];
BInv["EPC"]["D"][m] + make["EPC"]["D"] [m] - EInv["EPC"]["D"][m] == make["EPC"]["SP"] [m];
Blnv["EPC"]["SP"][m] + make["EPC"]["SP"] [m] - EInv["EPC"]["SP"] [m] == make["EPC"] ["EPA"] [m];
BInv["EPC"]["EPA"][m] + make["EPC"]["EPA"] [m] - Elnv["EPC"] ["EPA"][m] == make["EPC"]["AC"][m];
BInv["EPC"]["AC"][m] + make["EPC"]["AC"][m] - EInv["EPC"]["AC"][m] == make["EPC"]["EPR"][m];
BInv["EPL"]["B"] [in] + make["EPL"]["B"][m] - EInv["EPL"]["B"][m] == make["EPL"]["D"][m];
Blnv["EPL"]["D"][m] + make["EPL"]["D"][m] - EInv["EPL"]["D"][m] == make["EPL"]["SP"][m];
BInv["EPL"]["SP"][m] + make["EPL"]["SP"] [m] - Elnv["EPL"]["SP"][m] == make["EPL"]["EPA"][m];
BInv["EPL"]["EPA"] [m] + make["EPL"]["EPA"] [m] - Elnv["EPL"]["EPA"] [m] == make["EPL"]["EPR"] [m];
BInv["SC"]["B"][m] + make["SC"]["B"][m] - EInv["SC"]["B"][m] == make["SC"]["SB"][m];
BInv["SC"]["SB"][m] + make["SC"]["SB"][m] - Elnv["SC"]["SB"][m] == make["SC"]["SP"][m];
BInv["SC"]["SP"][m] + make["SC"]["SP"][m] - EInv["SC"]["SP"][m] == make["SC"] ["PA"][m];
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BInv["SC"]["PA"][m] + make["SC"]["PA"][m] - Elnv["SC"]["PA"][m] == make["SC"]["F"][m];
Blnv["SC"]["F"][m] + make["SC"]["F"][m] - EInv["SC"]["F"][m] == make["SC"]["G"][m];
Blnv["SC"]["G"][m] + make["SC"]["G"][m] - EInv["SC"]["G"][m] == make["SC"]["PC"][m];
BInv["SC"]["PC"][m] + make["SC"]["PC"] [n] - Elnv["SC"]["PC"][m] == make["SC"]["I"][m];
BInv["-C"]r"I"]rml + make["SC"]["-"]r--] ; .Inv "SC"]lT["I"][] mak•["SC" 3, "J"•- ji],
BInv["SS"]["B"][m] + make["SS"]["B"][m] - EInv["SS"]["B"][m] == make["SS"]["SB"][m];
BInv["SS"]["SB"][m] + make["SS"]["SB"][m] - EInv["SS"]["SB"][m] == make["SS"]["SP"][m];
Blnv["SS"]["SP"][m] + make["SS"]["SP"][m] - EInv["SS"]["SP"][m] == make["SS"]["PA"][m];
BInv["SS"]["PA"][m] + make["SS"]["PA"][m] - EInv["SS"]["PA"][m] == make["SS"] ["PC"][mn];
BInv["SS"]["PC"][m] + make["SS"]["PC"][m] - EInv["SS"]["PC"][m] == make["SS"]["I"][m];
BInv["SS"]["I"'T'][m] + make["SS"]["I"][m] - EInv["SS"]["I"'T'][m] == make["SS"]["J"][m];
//Balance of last stage (j) for each product (i)
endInv =
forall(m in Months){
BInv["DC"]["AC"][m] + make["DC"] ["AC"][m] - demand["DC"][m] == EInv["DC"]["AC"][m];
BInv["DL"]["DA"][m] + make["DL"]["DA"][m] - demand["DL"][m] == EInv["DL"]["DA"][m];
BInv["Z"]["AR"][m] + make["Z"]["AR"][m] - demand["Z"][m] == EInv["Z"]["AR"][m];
BInv["L"]["RS_L"][m] + make["L"]["RS_L"][m] - demand["L"][m] == EInv["L"]["RS_L"][m];
BInv["PC"]["PB"][m] + make["PC"]["PB"][m] - demand["PC"][m] == EInv["PC"]["PB"][m];
Blnv["PS"]["PC"][m] + make["PS"]["PB"][m] - demand["PS"][m] == Elnv["PS"]["PC"][m];
BInv["EPC"]["EPR"] [m] + make["EPC"] ["EPR"][m] - demand["EPC"][m] == EInv["EPC"]["EPR"] [m];
BInv["EPL"]["EPR"][m] + make["EPL"]["EPR"][m] - demand["EPL"][m] == EInv["EPL"]["EPR"][m];
BInv["SC"]["J"][m] + make["SC"]["J"][mi] - demand["SC"][m] == Elnv["SC"]["J"][m];
BInv["SS"]["J"][m] + make["SS"]["J"][m] - demand["SS"][m] == EInv["SS"]["J"][m];
//capacity based on percentage of use for each product i on each process j
capCons =
forall(j in Process, m in Months)
sum(i in Product) processProd[i][j]*make[i][j] [m]< = capacity[j] [m];
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demanBons =
forall(m in Months){
BInv["DC"]["AC"][m] + make["DC"]["AC"][m] >= demand["DC"][m];
Blnv["DL"]["DA"][m] + make["DL"]["DA"][m] >= demand["DL"][m] ;
BInv["Z"]["AR"][m] + make["Z"] ["AR"] [m]>=demand["Z"] [m] ;
BInv["L"]["RS_L"][m] + make["L"]["RS_L"][m]>=demand["L"' ' ] [m];
BInv["PC"]["PB"][m] + make["PC"] ["PB"][m] >= demand["PC"][m] ;
BInv["PS"]["PC"][m] + make["PS"]["PB"][m] >= demand["PS"][m] ;
BInv["EPC"]["EPR"][m] + make["EPC"]["EPR"][mn] >= demand["EPC"][m];
Blnv["EPL"]["EPR"] [m] + make["EPL"] ["EPR"] [m] >= demand["EPL"][m];
Blnv["SC"]["J"][m] + make["SC"]["J"][m] >= demand["SC"][m];
BIlnv["SS"]["J"][m] + make["SS"]["J"][m] >= demand["SS"][m];
